Money Honey
Charles Lindberg provided to Congress a Banker's Manfesto where a statement is to be
paraprhased, "it matters not who is elected to office so long as the banks control the money, Amstel
Rothschild." The Rothschild's do exist but carry not the power of money as the "to big to fail" banks carry.
Do the banks real carry the moeny or has it beome that as seen debt has the value of money, Therefore is it
possible to reprhase the statement made in the Banker'd Manifesto to "it matters not who is eleted so long
as I control the debt?"
Yes this writer did state "I" as was done for a reason that will be shortly explained.
One has to inquire of the length of time the tangible recovery rae will cover the intangible debt. If
the world's Gross Domestic Product is approximately in 2013 was 75.19 Trillion and with concluding that
50% of the gross domestic product is available for paying the 57 Trillion one mathemtical could see that
without adding any further debt that 3 years would be needed for the tangible return of money to cover the
intangible appetite of money.Appetite, yes that is an "I" factor, me,me, me, now, now, now need all the
money, what a monster of an appetite, Will there become a day when the tangible money will not be here
to quell an intangible apetite for more money; this writer would have to conclude tha the answer would be
yes, when is another quesion. Logic dictates that if one attempts to sustain a solid with a fluid, something
wet shall hit the ground, looking negatively at the glass, we ask not which would gets filled, one should be
asking when will there be nothing visible to put in the glass.

For those in the legal field, something to ponder; if one commits civil act and gets caught, how
hard would it now be to prove the criminal element, does Ultra Vires arrogace for a paycheck or for the
biggest glass get in the way?

Very easy to see, ground the people into the mud so deep that they have not the money to fight evil,
Alas, a belief that evil stands tall, against God, get real!

Why Choose Poorly?

